
High Stability Flat Plastic Sticker Horizontal
Way Self-adhesive Labeling Machine PLC
Control
Specifications :

Brand Name Hanyi

Place of Origin Shanghai, China

Min.Order Quantity 1unit

Payment Terms T/T

Delivery Detail 5 days - 20 days

Packaging Details Standard export wooden case or carton box.

Detail Introduction :
Horizontal way self-adhesive labeling machine 

Description
Applicable to small round objects which can not stand stably when labeling, such as ampoules, vials,
blood collection tubes, pens, sausage, and so on in pharmaceutical, cosmetic, food, and other
industries. It is a type of automatic labeling machine.
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Specification

Label objects
size

Diameter: ?10-22mm Voltage 220VAC±10% 50Hz?0.6Kw

Label size
Length: 10-70mm
Height: 10-70mm

Air pressure 0.6Mpa

Labeling
speed

100-250pcs/min
Applicable
Environment

Temperature: 5-40?
Humidity: 15-85%?No condensation?

Labeling
accuracy

±1.0mm Weight 200Kg

Label type
Adhesive sticker,
transparent or opaque
label

Dimension 1800?L?*800(W)*1500(H)mm

Label roll
diameter

Inner diameter: 76mm
Outer diameter:
350mm(max)

Remarks
Can be customized based on customer
special request

 
Main Features
1.Transporting method
Horizontal way to solve the problem of small/thin bottle can not achieve vertical delivery and center of
gravity tilt problems effectively.
2. Feeding method
By verticle hopper, horizonal feeding, to sort bottle one by one stably and with high speed.
 3. Printer device
The thermal transfer printer and ink-jet printer all optional, printing and labeling function can complete
together.  
 4. Optional function
The brands for Zebra PAX4, 105SL, Avery 924 online printer device are all optional.
Bar code detection, label detection, rest label alarming function, auto separate label objects function
and Vacuum adsorption conveyor belt.
 
FAQ
1. Whats the lead time/manufacturing period for the labeling machine?
   10-25 working days.
2. Are you a trading company or a manufacturer?
   Factory with core technology.
3. Where is your factory located?
Shanghai, close to air port.
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4. What is your MOQ?
  1unit.
5. Whats the payment term?
   T/T.
6. What about your after-sales support?
24 hours,timely response.
7. How do you pack the equipment?
  Standard export wooden case with CE mark.
8. If OEM is acceptable?
  OEM is acceptable.
9. Can you can design the equipment according to our size?
  Sure.We offer different solutions based on different requests.
10. Do you have detailed and professional installation manual?
Yes, we have detailed manual and will pre-set parameters for you.
 
Shanghai Hanyi Engineering Equipment Company is an experienced manufacturer of labeling
machines and solutions in China.
 
Automatic horizontal printing & labeling machine for Covid 19 test tubes Video
 
 
Labeling on Tubes with Horizontal Way Labeling Machine Video 1
 
 
Labeling on Tubes with Horizontal Way Labeling Machine Video 2
 
 
Labeling on Tubes with Horizontal Way Labeling Machine Video 3
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